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QUESTION 1

A network administrator has enabled OSPF across an NBMA network and has issued the command ip ospf network
nonbroadcast. Given those facts, which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. DR and BDR elections will occur. 

B. DR and BDR elections will not occur. 

C. All routers must be configured in a fully meshed topology with all other routers. 

D. The neighbor command is required to build adjacencies. 

E. Interfaces will automatically detect and build adjacencies with neighbor routers. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Even if there is only one router, broadcast multiaccess networks elect a DR and a BDR to serve as focal points for
routing information. In contrast, point- to-point OSPF networks do not elect a DR because they can never include more
than 

two nodes. 

Another type of OSPF network, Nonbroadcast Multiaccess (NBMA), can include more than two nodes. Therefore,
NBMA will try to elect a DR and a BDR. Common NBMA implementations include Frame Relay, X.25, and SMDS.
NBMA 

networks follow rules at Layer 2 that prevent the delivery of broadcasts and multicasts. 

A non-broadcast environment requires that all OSPF neighbors be manually configured. This is the default setting for
physical interfaces with Frame Relay encapsulation, as well as for their point-to-multipoint subinterfaces. By manually 

configuring each neighbor, OSPF knows exactly which neighbors need to participate and which neighbor is identified as
the DR. Also, communication between neighbors is done via unicast instead of multicast. This configuration also
requires 

a full mesh and has the same weakness as the broadcast environment. 

For non-broadcast networks the default Hello interval is 30 seconds and the Dead interval is four times the Hello
interval, 120 seconds. Non-broadcast multi-access networks do elect a DR and BDR, due to their multi-access nature.
In order 

to set which router you want as the DR, you must set the priority in the neighbor statement to elect the neighbor as the
DR. In order to manually configure who your neighbors are, the following command must be entered in router 

configuration mode for the selected OSPF process: 

neighbor ip_address 

ip_address = the ip address of the neighbor. 

If you would like to set the priority of this router to become the DR, you will need to append the priority of the neighbor: 

neighbor ip_address priority value 
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QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

You are the network administrator of the Route.com company. You have been tasked to implement a hub and spoke
EIGRP topology over Frame Relay to provide connectivity between the networks at headquarters and all 300 spokes.
Before you begin the actual implementation, which three pieces of information are more important to know than the
others? (Choose three.) 

A. the Committed Information Rate of all the Frame Relay PVCs 

B. the Cisco IOS version running on all the routers 

C. the router model number of all the spoke routers 

D. the number of HQ networks connected behind the headquarter routers 

E. the routing policy, such as whether or not the spokes can be used as backup transient point between the two
headquarter routers 

Correct Answer: ABE 

You have to know the committed information rate because it is a bandwidth associated with logical connection in a PVC.
You also need to know the IOS version on all routers so that there is no conflict in versions. As per the topology, you
need to know the routing policy because it will be used as a backup transient point between headquarter routers 

 

QUESTION 3
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What are two possible causes for EIGRP Stuck-In-Active routers? (Choose Two) 

A. Some query or reply packets are lost between the routers. 

B. The neighboring router starts receiving route updates from this router. 

C. A failure causes traffic on a link between two neighboring routers to flow in only one direction (unidirectional link). 

D. The neighboring router stops receiving ACK packets from this router. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Generally, a route shown as Active is going to be there for a very short period of time by the time you repeat the
command, hopefully that Active route has gone Passive. Sometimes that doesn?t happen, though, and the route
becomes SIA Stuck In Active. A route becomes SIA when a query goes unanswered for so long that the neighbor
relationship is reset. From experience, I can tell you that troubleshooting SIA routes is more of an art form than a
science, but there are four 

main reasons a route becomes SIA: 

The link is unidirectional, so the query can?t possibly be answered. The queried router?s resources are unavailable,
generally due to high CPU utilization. 

The queried router?s memory is corrupt or otherwise unable to allow the router to answer the query. 

The link between the two routers is of low quality, allowing just enough packets through to keep the neighbor
relationship intact, but not good enough to allow the replies through. 

To sum it up, routes generally become SIA when a neighbor either doesn

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. Two routers are connected by Frame Relay and are running OSPF between them. Each router has
been configured with the appropriate network statements under router ospf 1, but the routers are not forming an
adjacency. Which of the following three commands could be configured on each router to correct this problem? (Choose
three.) 
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A. RouterC(config-if )#ip ospf network broadcast RouterD(config-if )#ip ospf network broadcast 

B. RouterC(config-if)#ip ospf network point-to-point RouterD(config-if)#ip ospf network point-to-point 

C. RouterC(config-router)#neighbor 10.100.100.4 RouterD(config-router)#neighbor 10.100.100.3 

D. RouterC(config-router)#neighbor 10.255.255.254 RouterD(config-router)#neighbor 10.255.255.253 

Correct Answer: ABD 

By default, Frame Relay is classified as a non-broadcast network, meaning it doesn\\'t send any broadcasts/multicasts
like RIP, OSPF or EIGRP updates across the network (hello packets of OSPF are multicast to 224.0.0.5). Hence, in
NBMA network, the neighbors are not discovered automatically; they must be configured manually. There are two ways
to simulate a broadcast model on an NBMA network: 

+ Define the network type as broadcast with the "ip ospf network broadcast" interface sub- command + Configure the
neighbor statements under router ospf mode (though configuring the neighbor statement on one end is sufficient to form
adjacency, it is a good practice to have it configured on both the ends) 

Besides these two ways, another way for making OSPF work with Frame Relay is configuring the network as a Point-to-
Point network (or Point-to- Multipoint, notice that OSPF treats Point-to-Multipoint network as a collective of point-to-point
links). 

Some information about Point-to-Multipoint (or Point-to-Point) network: 

Note: Point-to-Multipoint networks do not maintain a DR/BDR relationship. 
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QUESTION 5

Drag each OSPF router type to the approximate description on the left .Not all types are used. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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